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able~~~~~~trckn qult.sesrd,wiedcesn non-linear conditions and eliminating the error propagation. cation between sensors compared to a particle filtering algorithm. Based non-linear and non-Gaussian environments. Thus advanced resource conservation is achieved. The proposed architecture is also robust to the rare events of abrupt 1 . INTRODUCTION changes in target trajectory. In fact, in addition to the capability of BVF in dealing with non-linear/non-gaussian situations, Wireless sensor network (WSN) is an emerging technology, the adopted exception handle scheme is robust to prediction which has found its application in several potential areas.
failures.
Among them, target tracking has attracted considerable atThe rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section tention in both literature and application domains. Aiming to 2, we briefly summarize the related existing work. Then the detect the presence of an object and determine its path in an BVF algorithm is introduced in section 3. In section 4, we area of interest, target tracking thus requires effective coor-describe the proposed prediction-based proactive cluster prodination among sensor nodes. In order to retain a low contocol (PPCP) and discuss the achieved resource conservation. figuration spending, the deployed sensors are equipped with The exception handle scheme introduced in section 5 is to ensmall batteries. Therefore, a trade-off exists between the ensure the system robustness. Finally, the proposed scheme is ergy expenditure and the tracking quality. These constraints evaluated by simulations in section 6. Section 7 concludes. inspire ones to design a reasonably accurate estimation whilst minimizing the overhead of network configuration and maximizing the network lifetime by reducing the network commu-2. RELATED WORK nication.
In this paper, we investigate the problem of target tracking The problem of target tracking using binary sensors has been using a WSN composed of binary proximity sensors. As a explored by many references [3, 4, 5] . Shrivastava et al. [3] power and bandwidth efficient solution, the binary proximity explore the fundamental performance limits of target tracksensor can only make a binary decision based on the strength ing by binary sensing models. Fig.1 ). The update of the filterWhere A is a fixed precision matrix to reflect the region of uning distribution and its approximation are jointly performed, certainty for the new estimation around the old one. The state yielding thus a natural and adaptive compression of the filprecision matrix is modeled by a Wishart distributed with n~tering distribution [1] , which is propagated in the BSN withand S denoting respectively the degree of freedom and the out lossy compression. The whole process is demonstrated in precision matrix, both assumed to be fixed. Instead of the Fig.2 There are several benefits of using this cluster scheme: firstly, tracking accuracy and the cost. By the probabilistic strategy, the spending of hardware configuration drops sharply. For the stringent constraint of four-coverage could be relaxed. We proactive clustering scheme, as there is no need for CH com-prefer extending the sensing range rather than increasing the petition, only CHs are configured with more available energy sensor density as the tracking quality is ensured by the BVF and higher computation capability, slave sensors just sense algorithm. and transfer data upon their CH's request. Secondly, bandwidth needed and energy consumed during communication phases reduced dramatically. Since signal processing task is 4.2 Details of PPCP distributed among CHs, only when hand-off operations occur The proposed protocol is composed of three pivotal comdo CHs need to change more information for a considerable ponent mechanisms: initial proactive clustering, predictionlong distance. The number of hand-off operations is reduced based CH leader selection, slave sensors activating and replyby the reliable prediction of the target tendency too. For most ing. of the time, just the slave sensors that belong to the leader and have detected the target are required to transmit one bit in a 4.2.1. Initial proactive clustering small distance. Thirdly, the lifetime of BSN is extended to a great degree. Though slave sensors are densely spread out, After the deployment of all sensors, each slave sensor transat every sampling instant, only a few of them are requested mits its position (assumed to be known) to the CHs within to sense and only one CH is activated to locate the target. It its transmission range (which is set to be twice of its sensing is well known that when sensors are in the sleeping mode, range according to the result of [8] ). Owing to the greater they consume only 0.1% of the energy consumed in the acsensing ranges of CHs, the position information transmitted tive mode. Experimental data shows that sensors can last for by slave sensors is almost certainly to be received by at least more than a year on a 1% duty cycle [12] . To reach accurate target tracking while minimizing energy the leader automatically.
consumption, the CH selection strategy is of critical significance during the tracking phase. An intuitive solution is 5. EXCEPTION HANDLING SCHEME to choose the CH that is nearest to the target as the leader. But this strategy would incur unnecessary energy expenditure.
As described in [2] , the BVF algorithm is more favorable First, at every sampling instant all the CHs need to measure than other algorithms in non-linear and non-gaussian environthe distance between the target and themselves then compare ments. While by employing the cluster strategy, observation with each other to choose the nearest one. Thus the possi-data come only from the activated cluster. There are cases that bility of distributed signal processing is prevented and exces-the chosen cluster can not provide reasonable tracking quality sive energy is consumed. Second, frequent changes between because of its restriction in observation scope. Especially in CHs result in continuous communications of large informa-cases when the target has changed abruptly not only its veloction, which lead to unacceptable additional energy and band-ity but also the moving direction. Exception handling scheme width consumption.
is introduced here to cope with these situations.
To minimize energy expenditure, a hierarchical solution is There are two kinds of exceptions: Firstly, when the newly proposed in our scheme. At the lower layer, the BVF algo-chosen leader can not sense the target even by its slaves. Withrithm [1, 2] is adopted, which means that instead of maintainout observation data provided in the update phase, the BVF ing a large scale of particles and their weights in the particle cannot yield out precise estimation. Then all CHs in the netfiltering [14, 9] , only one Gaussian statistic is transmitted to work are informed with a 'failure' signal, which means that perform target tracking. At the higher layer, the leader CH is an abrupt change has taken place during the target movement. selected based on the exact prediction of target position and The CHs who detected the target or whose slaves did, respond its trajectory tendency. to the current leader with their observations. The current
The leader CH not only processes the data from its slaves to leader then chooses the best leader by performing the decision estimate the target position, but also predicts the target future function mentioned above, where d is the observation instead position to determine whether to execute the hand-off operaof the prediction. Furthermore, the 'failure' signal informs tion and which CH would take over. As mentioned above, the that the prediction provided by the BVF at the previous indeployment of CHs ensures the coverage problem of target stant is not adaptable to the abrupt change. To ensure tracking tracking. Generally, even if the target goes out of the sensing accuracy, the mean of q(,Jt_1) is replaced by the position of range of the leader CH, there is a great probability that it is the newly chosen CH. Another exception occurs when the tarsensed by its neighbors. As demonstrated in Fig.3 , based on get moves between different clusters. In this case, the sensing the prediction of the target, we define a decision function that nodes that have detected the target belong to different clusters. 
